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Alienware has always been known for its high ending components and ultimate gaming machines.
Prior to this, serious gamers have only two choices, either to have a large desktop case or
Alienware laptops. However, the introduction of Alienware X51, give us the third option. Alienware
X51 is fully featured gaming machine with small size.

Alienware X51 is a desktop Personal computer, however its size is comparatevily smaller than any
normal PCs. X51 size is similar to that of PS3 and Xbox360. The Alienware X51 has been
competely designed to offer better performance for high performance demanding games. But in a
much smaller sized PC.

The dimensions of Alienware X51 is 95 x 343 x 318 mm, which is a bit larger than PS3. X51 not only
offers a compact and smaller sized gaming machine, but it also offers an extremly high
performance. Yeah the PC has a small sized, but that doesnâ€™t you have to compromise with
performances and features. X51 offers upgradable hard drive, memory cards and graphic cards.
Another best thing about the Alienware X51 is that, even at its base configuration the computer wonâ€™t
suffer with any of the existing PC games.

The alienware X51 comes at a reasonable price of $699. At this price the computer will include Intel
Core i3-2120 procesor, which  operates with the speed of 3.3 GHz with 3MB cache. The computer
is further supported by 4 GB of RAM memory. The computer offers a very large storgae space of
1TB, which runs with the speed of 7200 rpm. The video is supported by NVIDIA GeForce GT545,
which has the memory of 1GB. It also include optical disk drive, which has the capacbility of burning
the DVD. The computer further includes two USB 3.0 ports and six USB 2.0ports, along with HDMI
port for video output. The installed Wireless WLAN half mini card, will provide enough speed for
palying games via LAN.

However, if you want to have the processing power of i7 and GTX 555 processor, you may have to
pay extra money. The exact amout needed for this configuration has yet to be announced. The
overall weight of this deskptop is surprisingly low about 5.49 kg. Alienware X51 offers 7.1 channel
HDA, with analogue and co-as and digital optical which can be easily connected with AV receiver.
Overall we can say that Alienware X51 is high performance gaming machine, which comes at
affordable prices and it is a new initiavtive taken by the Dell towards the portable Desktop.
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